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Your job today …

❖ Sit back
❖ Relax
❖ Have fun!
❖ The replay will be available, so don’t worry about taking 

notes—you can always replay to get information you might miss.
❖ If WOC can’t get a copy of the slides to you, email me for a PDF.
❖ If you have questions or comments, reach out!

kristen@goodstoryediting.com
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“Dialogue is character. 
The way that somebody talks, what they say, how 

they say it is character. 
And dialogue has to show character. 

It also has to show plot. 
And maybe it can be funny along the way.”

~Neil Gaiman



What is Active Dialogue?

Active dialogue serves several purposes:

❖ It conveys information the reader needs to understand the story. 
❖ It’s used to increase tension, and to demonstrate what’s at stake. 
❖ And dialogue is a way to showcase each character’s individual voice. 

The challenge with writing dialogue happens when writers try to accomplish all of 
these things, and the end result is a conversation that would never fly in real life … 
the dreaded info dump! (More on this in a minute.)



Dialogue Shows Protagonist the Way Others See Them

Dialogue creates opportunities for us to see the protagonist through the eyes of other 
characters. 

❖ Important at the story’s opening, when we need a reason to like the protagonist. 
➢ Use conversations where we see why others value them.
➢ Helps if the main character is prickly, or starting the story feeling sorry for 

themselves or upset about the circumstances they’re facing.
 



And Then There’s Passive Dialogue …

Common examples of passive dialogue we see:

❖ Long dialogue blocks (over half a page) that take on a lecture tone. 

❖ Dialogue line followed by descriptive aside, losing site of the conversation. 

❖ Poorly formatted dialogue, crowding too much into a paragraph.

❖ Dialogue that states what’s obvious to the characters.

❖ Overuse of dialogue tags, especially tags other than said or asked, which creates telling 
tone.



Keep Dialogue Focused

❖ Avoid combing dialogue with long description. Shorter paragraphs have more impact.

❖ Putting too much description after a line of dialogue breaks up the conversation, diluting 
tension and slowing the momentum. 

❖ Keep the reader in the present moment during the conversation. An action can show a 
pause without saying “I paused.”



For Example …

“Where are you going?”
I looked away. How can I tell him?  My shoes were untied. The air hung close, humidity wrapping 
like a blanket on my skin as I bent over to tie them. I shifted my weight and looked around the 
garage. Still packed to the hilt with forgotten gardening tools, old snow toys, camping gear, even 
a large dog crate. “Um … I’m not sure yet.”

❖ In this example, we get lost in the setting of the garage, so by the time the character 
replies, we’ve almost forgotten a question was asked. 

 



A TIGHTER EXAMPLE

“Where are you going?” Abe looked down from the top of the stairs.

“Um …” I glanced at the garage door. Almost made it. “Sorry, I didn’t want to wake you.”

“Too late for that now.” He clutched the railing and limped down, stopping a few inches from my 
bags.

I looked past him, at the collections of forgotten sports equipment and yard tools. “I’m sorry, 
Abe. I just need to get out of here.”

❖ Here, we still get the setting details, but there’s more happening between the characters. 
The tension builds, even with the same outcome. We don’t need to know about the untied 
shoes, or every item in the garage. The air quality is also relatively unimportant. If it were a 
paragraph with the character alone, observing the scene, those details would be more 
relevant. In dialogue, though, we need just the minimum to stay grounded in the scene 
while staying focused on the conversation.



WOULD THE CHARACTER SAY THAT?

AVOID THE “AS YOU KNOW, BOB,” CONVERSATION

When writing dialogue into a scene, consider what each character already knows, and then what 
they would actually say to each other as a result. 

For example, if two characters are well aware that the company is going to go under and 
unemployment is imminent, it’s unlikely they would get into heavy detail about the background 
of the company and the bad decisions that were made that led to this moment. They’d be more 
likely to discuss their current circumstances, and decisions they must make as a result.



An “As you know, Bob …” Example

“Now that ABC is going bankrupt, three hundred sixty-five employees will lose their jobs. It’s all 
because they made that deal last year that leveraged us to the hilt. Then we were ripe for a 
takeover, and we knew as soon as that happened we’d be bought and they’d clean house. The 
company should have thought of the employees in all of this. We’ve worked here for fifteen 
years. We have families to support. What are we supposed to do? How will we find jobs in this 
market?”

❖ This is a long paragraph of backstory. We get general information, but nothing about the 
character or their specific circumstances is revealed. There’s no nuance to the voice that 
reveals an emotional connection, other than the desperation at the end. And what they’re 
saying would be stating the obvious to whoever is listening. It’s information for the reader, 
not something the character would actually say.

 



And a Tighter Version:

Instead of the long dialogue block, deliver the information with action and interaction:

Ed placed the framed photo of his family into his messenger bag. Fifteen years, and this is all I’m 
carrying out with me.

“I’m heading out, Ed. Wanna walk to the parking lot one last time together?” Joe leaned in the 
doorway.

Ed looked out the window. “I just can’t get over it, you know? I really thought ABC would look 
out for us in the end. This severance will barely get my family through the holidays.”

 



Cont’d

Joe walked in and patted him on the back. “We’ll get through this. It seems bleak right now, but 
another door will open. I hope.”

“Can’t happen soon enough, Joe. Mindy’s job is on the line, too. If she gets cut, we’ll have to 
move back in with her parents. I don’t know how we’ll face the kids.”

“I hear you, brother. Come on, let’s get out of here.”

❖ With the active dialogue, we learn what’s really weighing on Ed, while still getting the 
sense that the company failed him. We see he has a strong relationship with his coworker, 
and we feel his dread walking out to face both his family (his specific circumstances) and 
the unknown (the story’s stakes/tension/theme). The actions inform the emotions behind 
what’s being said.



ACTIVE DIALOGUE AND DIALOGUE TAGS

❖ Active dialogue uses minimal dialogue tags. 

❖ Acceptable tags are “said” and sometimes “asked.” Other tags, like pondered, queried, 
interjected, scoffed, and offered are all considered to be more distracting, telling the 
reader what to think while taking us out of the story. If the dialogue is clear, the tone and 
what’s intended should be understood, making the descriptive dialogue tag unnecessary. 

❖ Tags should be placed after the character speaks to maintain the flow of conversation. 
Starting with the tag creates a sense of interruption.

❖ This is particularly important in present-tense narration, where leading with the tag (Diane 
says, “yes, we should.”) creates the sense of predicting what’s happening instead of 
relaying the story as it happens. 

❖ The current market preference is tags should be used only when absolutely necessary.
❖  Dialogue tags can be avoided by alternating what’s said with character action.



For Example:

“Are you going to the dance?” Jane looked at the floor.

“I-I think so.”

“You’re taking her, aren’t you?” She brushed her fingertips across her eyes.

Oh no. I didn’t mean to make her cry. “It’s still a week away. I bet you can get a date. Ask Paul.”

“Paul?! Paul smells like wet socks. He’s the last person I’d ask!”

“Fair point. There’s gotta be someone, though. Let me think about it.”
 



Cont’d

“Right.” Jane stood, pushing her chair back. “You think. I’m sure you can scrounge up a pledge 
for me. Never mind. I’ll figure something out myself.” She stuffed her books into her backpack 
and stomped out of the library.

James watched her go, then picked up his phone. Three new messages from Heather. I guess 
that went as well as could be expected.

❖ Here, the action eliminates the needs for dialogue tags, and the direct thought adds an 
emotional layer to what’s being said. If any of the above were interrupted with a dialogue 
tag, we would be pulled out of the scene. Avoiding the tags creates an immediacy that 
draws us in, and makes us feel like we’re with James. Without knowing the specifics of their 
relationship, we can share their emotions. 



Importance of White Space

The more white space around your dialogue, the faster the pacing will feel:

“We have to hurry!”

“Wait, I can’t leave without my pillow.”

“Use your duffel bag! If we don’t get out now—”

“I’ll just be a minute! Go start the car.” She disappeared into the dark house.

“Fine, but then I’m leaving! I can’t be here when they get back.” 



How to Format Dialogue

❖ Ellipsis for trailing off
➢ “If only he were coming …”

❖ Em-dash for interruptions
➢ “You remember I was telling you—”

“I already heard this story.”
(*Note: the em-dash does the job of showing the interruption, making the 

tag “he interrupted,” or “interjected” unnecessary.)
❖ Each character speaking gets their own line.
❖ If a line is spoken and another character reacts, that reaction goes on the next line.
❖ Numbers in dialogue need to be written out.



For Example…

“Three hours?! The drive will take three hours? You didn’t tell me that when I agreed to the 
trip.” Mindy crossed her arms.

“I did tell you, you—” 
“I swear you didn’t! Or at least you didn’t before you told me I’d have to sit next to Toby.” 

Mindy fast-snapped her gum.
I took a breath. “Listen, I can change the seating if it helps. How’d you like to buddy up 

with Roger?”
“Maybe …”
“And I’ll throw in snacks, too.”
“Oh gross, no. Then Roger’s sticky fingers will get all over everything. Just give me a 

window seat and my AirPods and I’ll get through it somehow.”



In Conclusion

❖ Use dialogue that reflects how the character feels while moving the story 
forward.

❖ Keep it tight.

❖ Use actions to show who’s speaking instead of dialogue tags.

❖ Use white space to increase pacing.

❖ Pay attention to your formatting.
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